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IHTRGDUCTIOfl

Purpose of the Study

It la the purpose of this thesis to make an analysis of

soas factors ahich account for /difference between Aptitude

and Achievement in Music. These fectora are as follows: Musical

ability, Kuaical achievement, General viaual acuity, and the

Personality and Intelligence quotient of the student. Throt

the use of tests, it has been possible to determine the amount

of the student 1 s aptitude in music with a high decree of cer-

tainty. It has also been possible to measure his achievement

in this same field, and it is upon the manner in which these

two basic measurements correlate that this thesis is baaed.

The factors of general visual acuity, personality, and Intelli-

gence quotient will, in vsrying degreea, tend to influence both

Aptitude and Achievement in the case of each student. It shall

be the purpose of the body of this work to ahow these co-

existing relationships.

Need for the Study

The files of student Personnel and Counseling ..uroaus

are full of caaea in which the atudent is in some sort of

scholastic difficulty. In these files are the scores of the

atudent In 3everel broad fields of activity, -dually there

la an intelligence score, then follow the usual battery of

percentile rank achievement and aptitude tests. The problem

with which the counselor is usually faced, is the reconcili:

^m



of the aptitude test scores with achievement scores and Intelli-

gence quotients. This is true in many cases where studonts are

referred to ccunselin bureaus because of scholastic ineffic-

iency or failure.

The tests which will be used in this study measure both

aptitude end achievement . The first test la the Lea shore

Measures of Musical Talent, which will show the natural abil-

ity or aptitude of the student. Then the Kwal*assar-Ruch Test

of Musical Accomplishment will show the amount which the indi-

vidual is capable of performing. It may be expected that there

will be differences between the scores of aptitude and achieve-

ment in many cases and it is the purpose of this study to

analyse some of the factors which may account for this difference.

one of these tests is the Minnesota multiphasic Personality

Inventory which will tend to reflect the importance of person-

ality disturbances on the rate of achievement. Also of

importance is the Shipley-Hartford Uetreat Scale which in ltu

conceptual quotient will tend to ehow if there is any apprec-

iable loas of mental ability fl Km normal. The Keystone

Telebinocular will serve aa a jjross screening device to indicate

whether there la a visual problem involved.

In the case of music students particularly, where there

la a concise terminology involving description of terms end

symbols and a definite application involved in the performance

of learned skills and material, there is more of a chance that

there will be a difference between aptitude and achievement,

since the efficiency in reproducing this knowledge tends to be



dependent upon the frequent use to it la put*

Seed for 1 udy Udditiona)

In the Education Reeev ullctin : o. 25 "The uae of tests

and rating devices in the eppraiaal of Personality" by Arthur

. Trsxler, the following stateuent appears:

ore is e growinj conviction that personality
factors are fully as important on one's acadenic and
out- of-school adjU3tmo.it as ere those more easily
measured factors of intelligence end achieveaent c

cerninc which schools havo lon^ kept records for
their pupils. Studies have lj shown that I

correlation between acadenlc aptitude and achool suc-
cess is only about »5 e: correlation between
achievement tests and success in school is not ve:
much higher; consequently there Is an increa:
mend for valid and reliable record. ersonoll
development to assist the school in its guidance of
the pupil and to be seat on to the college when the
student has tjreduated.-

Limita of the Stu.

It is to be underatood that this is a descriptive rather

than statistical analysis of some factors accounting for dif-

ferences between aptitude end achievement in music. The number

of cases is limited to a of thirty-one. sixteen male end

fifteen female, all of whora volunteered to participate in the

study, tte number of tests has been limited to five; two

music teste, two psychological tests, and one visual test.

The majority of students were freshmen and sophomores in the

Department of Music, and the contacts with each individual

have heen limited to the time necessary for the completion of

the test battery, lio ease histories or records of previous

traininj ore included since the analysis la based entirely

^-Trexler, Arthur L. (oC).



upon measurable factors which appear In thia 8tudy.

deschiptk :n> me:

The teat ^roup was coapoaed of thirty-one studonts cur-

rently enrolled in Kansas Ltate Colle-e, tho majority of whoa

were Freahmen and bophomoree in the Department of Music* All

students in thia test ^oup participated voluntarily and wi;.

out remuneration or jratultiea of any kind. The test materials

and equipment uaed in Testing were made available through the

Music Department and the Counseling .ureau* The administra-

tion end scoring of the psychological testa waa done by the

staff of the Counsel! -eau without remuneration* Thia

writer administered and acorod the . ucicol ability and Achieve-

ment tests. Below is a description and explanation of testing

meteriala usee.

The ^hipley-Kartford Retreat Scale

The Shipley-Hartford iietrost Scale ia a short test consisting

of two porta, each requiring ten minutes for completion* Thia

toat shows the acores of the subject on four separate scales

which are: Vocabulary Abstraction 1 , .al XQ* and Con-

ceptual quotient*

The vocabulary XQ is deternined from the score of the

aubject on a liat of worda which cover a wide range of diffi-

culty and frequency of use* It la of the multiple-choice

variety in chich the subject is instructed to select the proper

meaning for each word* The abatract ion 1^ is deternined from



the score of the subject on en abstract thinking type of test

which consists of completion items of various types. The totsl

I i is determined by combining tho scores on the two scales men-

tioned above. The conceptual quotient is based upon the clinico-

experimental observation that in mild decrees of mental

deterioration, and other conditions involving intellectual

impairment, vocabulary is relet! unaffected, but the capac-

ity for abstract (conceptual) thinking declines rapidly. This

impairment is measured then by the extent to which the individ-

ual 's abstract, thinking falls short of his vocabulary*

The Shipley- .etroat Usale was designed as an

aid la detecting raild degrees of intellectual impairment in

individuals of normal original Intelligence. It is also useful

aa a test of intelligence and it is used frequently on large

..roups for this purpose. It is particularly useful in this

respect due to the ease of sdministering and scoring the test,

end the short period of time required for its completion.

The scores on the vocabulary and abstraction teata have

been transferred into mental age equivalents and XQ scores

whose meanings are familiar. However, there needa to be some

additional explanation of the conceptual quotient. The degrees

of deterioration as represented by it aro as follows: above 30,

normal; 85-90, slightly suspicious; 80-85, moderately suspicious;

75-60, quite suspicious; 70-75, very suspicious; below 70,

probably pathological. -cores above DO do not necessarily sig-

nify mental normality; they simply indicste that the subject's

ability to think abstractly in the testing situation \jaa not



.e seriously impaired.

The ecele wee standardised on 1,046 individuals. ...Is

normative group was composed of students ran^ln^ in continuous

gradation from the fourth grammar grade tJ,iri anci

from this group, all of whoa had bad intelligence tests, raentol-

equivalents wore established for vocabulary and abstraction

scores, end for the two combined, Vihile no actual validity

coefficients are available, reliability coefficients wore c

tained from 322 army recruits J .87 for the vocabulary teat,

•89 for the abstraction test, and ,92 for the two combined or

the total 1

The Minnesota Multiphasic feraonelity Inventory

Thla ia a paychometrlc instrument designed to ultimately

provide in a single test scores on all the raore important

phases of personality. The teat was prepared on WPA Project

-/1-3-6S, sub-project So. 262. It was supplemented

partly by a research grant from the University of Minnesota.

It is recommenced that this test be used only with persons

sixteen yeara of age or older. The teat la made up of five

hundred and fifty statements.

The Criterion of excellence is established by the val-

idity of prediction of clinical casea against neuro-psyehopathic

ataff diagnoses. a scores are obtained on the proper acalea

in aixty per cent of new psychiatric admissions.

Normative Data: Thla was obtained from 700 persons who

were considered to be a cross-section of the Minnesota pop-



ulation os obtained fro:.i visitors to the University hospitals.

This includes persona from sixteen to fifty-five years of ace

of both sexes. In addition, two hundred and fifty college Btid

pre-colloge 3tudonts were u: , considered aa a crc -

section of college entrant; .

There are two forms c test—the card and the book-

let, -he booklet forr: is self-instructive ant easy to

administer. The cord form consists of a cox of cards con-

taining questions which the individual divides into throe piles

•a to False, true, . It requires only a simple

explanation and is nore often used clinically because it la

contended that persons are r,;ore likely to jive a frank answer

on the card form (6). The teat requires approximately an hour

to take, and the card form waa used on our test group. This

teat makes possible the reflection of the factor of personality

In a general profile v . lea the following keys: Hypo-

chondriasis, I>epre88ion, Hysteria, Psychopathic Deviate,

Kasculinity-Pemininity, Paranoia, Psyche athenia, Schizophrenia,

Hypomania, and tho Introversion-Lxtrovers ion hcalo. Any dis-

turbance from a normal profile toulu tend to reflect upon the

efficiency with which an in si could meet the learning or

ioveaent situation.

The 8corln-; of the card form is quite a complicated pro-

cedure requiring «t least one-half hour when done by hand*

Full instructions are in the manual, -he raw scores are

converted into T-scores for the thirteen different scalea.

In addition to the keys mentioned In the paragraph above there



is the tion score vbloh Is determined by the number of cards

placed in the Cannot day ^roup, the Lie score which measures

the degree of attempts to falsify scores by choosi;. answer

at place: . Individual ,e most acceptable ll^ht soc-

ially, the P score or validity scale on which e high score would

make us tend to believe that the test was invalid because of

carelessness or lack of comprehension of questions, and the

last added scale, the K scale. score is said to Indi-

cate a defensive attitude, and a low K score indicates unusual

frankness and posoible self-crlticuli'

The lis score or hondriiiti; scale Is designed to

measure the amount of abnornel concern about bodi 1 as.

The D score or depression ecele is designed to laeasure

the depth of the clinically recognised eynptoms or symptom

complex of depression.

The Hy score Is the hysteric 3cale. It Is designed to

Indicste the decree of likeness to persona having conversion-

type hysteria symptoms.

The Fd or psychopathic deviate scale attempts to measure

the similarity to persons whose main difficulties lie in td

absence of deep emotional responses, lability to profit from

experience, and their disregard of soclsl mores*

The iif score Is the interest scale. It attempts to dif-

ferentiate between masculinity end femininity of interests and

is scored by different scales for each sex.

The Pa score is that of the paranoid scale an

the degree of llkenoss to persons characterized by suspicious-



ness, overseas it ivity, end delusions of persecution, with or

without expensive e_otism.

The Pt or psychasthenic ecelo indicotes the decree of

similsrity to persons having phobiss or compulsive behevior.

The tc score or the schizophrenic scale aeesures the

similarity of the lnoividual to persons having bizarre or

unusual thoughts or behavior. There is a splitting of the

subjective life of the schizophrenic person from reality so

that the observer cennot follow rationally the shifts in moor

or behavior.

The Ha score or hypomanie scale measures tendencies

toward marked over-productivity in thought end action. Fre-

quently this individual takes on more Jobs than he can handle.

-o scoring plates were constructed on a basis of item

analysis of the responses of known clinical groups. I reli-

ability coefficient of from .71 to .03 waa obtained by the

tost-retest raetht .

The Keystone Visual Purvey Tele^inocular

This test was designed for binocular tests of visual

functions. The testing instrument is known as the Keystone

Ophthalmic Telibinocular. fifth this instrument and the accom-

panying slides the vision of each eye can be studied whilo

both eyes function simultaneously. These simple tests provide

prsctically the only rational means of measuring the binocular

relationship.

The simple construction of this instrument separates

the fields of vision end permits the left eye to see onl
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its half of the slide and the right eye to see only its half.

Through the process called "fusion " the left eye and the right

eye images are combined into one. The distance between the

eyes of the subject (i.e. P. D,, or inter-pupillary distance)

is compensated for by the optical construction of the instru-

ment. This construction provides an artificial set-up whereby

measurements can be made at reading distance equivalents ran -

in^ from twelve inches to infinity (ordinarily infinity is

considered twenty feet or beyond). The placing of the slide

holder at the distance equivalent marks on the top of the

shaft provided for this purpose accomplishes this result.

It is imperative that this test be considered first of

all merely as a gross screening device to determine whether

or not there Is a visual problem involved. The subject is

seated at the telebinocular machine and is given a series of

cards with symbols on them and asked to tell the examiner what

he sees. The replies 8re then charted on an answer sheet.

When all replies are checked within the "Expected" column

visual performance is considered to be satisfactory insofar

as this test is concerned. "nhen all replies are checked with-

in the "Expected" and "Doubtful" columns, with not too many

replies outside the "Expected" column, further examination

is probably unnecessary. However, retests should be ^iven

within sixty days for more complete results. When one or more

replies are checked In the "Underconvergence" or "Overconvergence"

columns, a more complete examination by an eye specialist is

recommended.



ovidea Information on simultaneous vision,

vertical Imbalance, lateral Imbalance, fusion, left and ri&ht

•ye visual efficiency, stereopsia, and color perception at

far point; lateral Imbalance, fusion, visual acuity for both

loft and rl£ht eyea at near point.

The Seashore Measures of Musical Talent

Thia test in its present edition is designed to accur-

ately oeaeuro six baaic capacities in the hearing of music.

These capacities ere measured in tersna of sensitivity to Pitcl.,

Loudness, Rhythm, Tine, Timbre, Bn& Tonal Memory. Those teste

arc based upon a scientific analysis of musical appreciation

and performance; they deal «rlth elements which function in all

music; they are standardized for content, and since they ore

aptitude teste they can be applied to the musically trained

or untrained alike. They jivo quantitative results which may

be verified with a hi^h decree of certainty; (they may be used

with any language or at any ratio or cultural level); they are

simple and aa nearly self-operative as possible; are de-

signed for group measurements; end they are Interpreter in

terms of group norma.

They are called measurea to distinguish them from achieve-

ment tests. They are patterned on the principle of accurate

Measurement of minute pitch and rhythmic differences which are

produced with scientific Instruments. They are baBOd upon two

fundamental l8we of scientific measurement: the first law Is

that the factor under observation must be Isolated in order to



know exactly what is being measured. This factor la kept

under control while all other factors are kept constant.

Thus in measuring the aense of time, only duration la varied,

thereby avoiding e cotxplox eituetion. The second law demands

that the conclusions uust he Halted to the particular factor

which has been isolated end measured. j, if the capacity

for rhythm is measured, and it is found to be high, the con-

clusion is not that the person measured is necessarily musical,

rather, it merely indicates that the individual lias a superior

sense of rhythm*

These measures are adapted primarily for use in the re -

ular music class, or for special surveys. They may be used

effectively for meaaurlng the musical capacity of fifth grade

students. They may be repeated in the eighth jrade where

different norms ere uaed. Beyond this point, they may be used

with any age groups and for a variety of purposes. They are

of diagnostic value in screening candidates for musical organ-

izations, for admission to music schools, and for similar

purposes. BhiXt they are especially designed for group measure-

ment, they can also be used for a more careful diagnosis of the

individual.

These tests do not measure training or achievement in

muaic. L>xellcnce in these is not a condition for artistic

appreciation and skills in performance; and it does not in

itself guarantee such achievements. They do not measure in-

telligence, feeling, or the will to work. They do not furnish

a single, all-inclusive index to musical ability. They should



not be averaged; each score la but an itez. In the musical

profile. They are not foolproof but aa measuring Instruments

they are fully adequate.

\q following quotation is frot. CTS OF TBK

L\ ;, v
-

.
;...•! ItMhffPwl

The measures should not be aven. I , each tneasuro

in the profile raust atend upon Its own merits. If
the ranks in a fair sampling of capacitiea which are
essential to success arc all low, cnu have been ver-
ified, t general negative prediction aay be safe. If
some or ell are high, reservatl Ft be made for the
determination of other factors which may be equally
crucial signs of success, such as resources, conflic-
tlng Interests, the will to achieve, and especiall.
the power of application end hard and continuous work.
The laboratory point of view doea not assume that the
Bare existence of ^ood capacities makes a mus-
ician, or that low ratines in one or core capacities
Is discoura Ln .

The procedure for basing the evaluation of each profile

has been taken from the work of Or. Hazel L. -tanton, who is

responsible for the validation of the measures. For a given

teat a centile scale was adopted as follows: the higher

ten per cent, A or superior; the next twenty per cent, li or

very jood; the next twenty per cent, C plus or high average;

the next twenty per cent, C minus or low average; the next

twenty per cent, D or poor; and the lowest ten per cent, K or

very poor. For each Individual, a chart c. iaueical pro-

file was made in terns of cent lie rank. However, since a

eingle classification had to be made for the purpose of pre-

diction, a cumulative key was adopted, grouping various types

of profiles under five heads: Discouraged, Doubtful, Feasible,

Probably, and Safe (2).



<.ccordins to the analysis of the numerical profile on

the eentile basis, the following would be true: an *A* pro-

file would consist of a predominance or overage of scores of

90 or above; a »3» profile would swan a predominance or aver-

age of scores of 90 or sbove; a »B* profile would mean e

predominance or average of scores of 80 or above; a * C plus*

profile would mean a predominance or average of 67 or above;

a «C minus* profile—45 or above; a »D» profile—20 or above;

and an 1 proflie—loss then £0. This establishes a basis for

the scoring and rating of musical capacity. Tor convenience,

these profiles are referred to in this Thesis as the "Stanton

average".

The Kwalwasaer- ;uch Test of Musical Accomplishment

The r,welwaaaer-Kuch Test of Musics 1 Accomplishment is de-

signed to measure the achievement of pupils in the typical

Public School uualc course in the elementary and high school

udes. ..-very item in the test has been subject to repeated

experimentation, and the items finally included represent

materisle which public school pupils can reasonably be ex-

pected to master in the course of the first twelve grades

of Instruction in music.

The validity of this test rests primarily upon the spec-

ificot ions drawn up in a committee report adopted by the edu-

cational Council of the Kuaic Supervisors 1 national Conference

in 1329. The course outlined in the report contains the aims,

materials, procedures, and attainments for each of the first



lit grades* The test was revised In 1X4, and still retrains

standard*

Listed below are the ^sts: Test one—Knowledge of

musical terms and symbols, Teat twc—recognition of syllable

names, Test three—Detection of pitch errors in a familiar

aelody, Test four—Detection of time errors In a femill

melody, Test five—Recognition of pitch nanes, Test six

—

Mledge of tine signatures, Test seven—Knowledge of key

signatures, Teat eight—Knowledge of note values, Test nine

—

Knowledge of reat values. Test ten— >ocognition of familiar

melodies from notation*

The norma are baaed upon scores earned by five thousand

four hundred and fourteen pupils in grades IV to XII. The

following citlea are represented: ^vanston, Illinois;

Oakland, California; Hocheater, Sew York; iiascn City, Iowa;

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; leaver, Colorado; and South lend,

Indiana*

The correlations were figured by the method of splitting

the test Items Into chance halves, i*e., correlating the sum

of the points earned on the even-numbered Items with the points

earned on the odd-numbered items. The correlation, (reliability

coefficient), for the tests aa a whole was found to be .97 for

the group studied* Obviously, a pupil's achievement in music

ia measured by this teat in a much more reliable manner than by

the ordinary final examinations whose reliability seldom ex-

ceeds .50 to .75 in compariaon with the .1/7 of the Ewalwasser-

ch test*
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Case I — Fenale

Shipley-Hartford Hetroot Scale

Vocabulary

Abstraction IQ

Total XQ

Conceptual quotient

108

116

114

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory

Essentially normal profile; » alight elevation in Ha and

Hy; low Ie score.

Keystone Visual survey Teleblnocular

I score8 being in the "Expected" column show excellent

vision, one deviation O ivos the right eye a visual efficiency

of 105 per cent showing overconvergence and high visual ac-

cuity at both near and far point.

wcashore treasures of Musical Talent

All scores in the average category.

ra>al*esscr-.:uch Test of Musical Accomplishment

"C" scores on all sections of the test.

Interpretation and Summary oi ores
'' " """ '""I

' " " ' " ' '" ' ' » «—.W— | —|—

w

The abstraction XQ score Is higher than the vocabulary

score. The total ZQ of 115 is slightly under average for the

college level student. Since the Keystone scores eliminate

all possibility for any visual deficiencies, and an essentially

normal profile is observed on the MkPI, it is logical to assume

that the Seashore with its "C" profile and the foralwesscr-

wlth its "C profile are faithful representations of ability

and achievement.
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Case II — 7omale

hlpley-IIartford Uctreot 3cale

Vocabulary ICJ — 11

Abstraction 1(4 — US

Total I . —XI
Conceptual quotient

Minnesota kultiphaalc Personality Inventory

Essentially normal profile; slight elevations on the Pa

and Ft scales, fchile the Io score is not lower than fifty.

It Is considerably lover than the mean of the entlro profile.

Keystone Visual ^urvc, -
~. -binocular

Hagged ecores showing deviations froa the cted"

colur; . ft eye visual efficiency of 80 per cent with the

subject wearing glasses.

eashore Measures of Musical Talent

Very irregular scores running froa superior to poor.

Three scores appear in the excellent and superior columns:

loudness, timbre, and tonal memory. The three other scores,

pitch, time, and rhythm, are in the low-average to poc up.

Kwal»aaaer-.iuch Test of Musical AccomplishcK

All scores show an achievement of "B plus" for this test.

Interpretation end Summary of Test Scores

The total I* score on the Shipley-liartford is higher than

all other scores but not significantly ao. The alight eleva-

tions of the Pa and Pt scores on the ilMPI indicate a mild

tendency to resemble people who have a somewhat hostile atti-

tude toward others, and those who are characterized by slight
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ovor concern, These disturbances do not seem to be disabling

to any extent. The irregular ,ono pattern indicates that

a more complete examination by an eye specialiat is in order.

.e Seashore givea excollent support on throe items of

the profile, the scores on the three remaining items art- so

lov aa to give no more than a doubtful picture* In more ex-

treme cases, where the acores scorn to be quite unmatched, further

rctfcatin_ is desirable. The Kwalwesser- teat shows a "B

plus" overage in all categoric .'uby indicating a alight

overachievement which may be due to other factors than those

measured by this paradigm.

Case III — Female

Shlpley-hartfore Retreat _c^lo

Vocabulary

Abstraction 1<

Total I

Conceptual Huotlent

IDS

121

114

115

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-

morally normal profile; slight elevation on D, extremely

low fcf, with extremely L
;

. , _o. Rm ka score ia

only slightly below these last three. The presence of a hi.

P score in the validation key will tend to lower all of the

a scores considerably.

-tone Visual wurvev Tclchinoculsr

Majority of replies checked within the "expected" eoluan

indicating satiafoctory visual performance insofar as this

test is concerned. The exceptions are aa follows; right eye



visual efficiency at the far point 60 per cent, left eye 105

per cent.

Seashore Measures of I/.uslcal Talent

j ores ran^e from lent to low average with a general

profile of "C minus". Pitch and tonal memory rank highest.

&walwasser-ilucl - f luualcul /.ccoaplisluaent

Scores indicate an achievement of nB" on all sections.

Interpretation am - .or: ->>? last Scores

The abstract score of tl -Hartford is verm-

in comparison to the vocabulary score. The presence of an

elevated D in the BMPI profile indicates a tendency to resemble

persons vho tend to record the future pessimistically, and those

who tend to worry slightly and seea a bit withdrawn. The le

score is as as the Ft indicating, a tendency toward intro-

version. M was mentioned above the presence of a high P

score would tend to reduce the peaks on the items receiv

'

the high scores. The general visual acuity of the subject

is ^ood, all • possibility of a small amount of aye strain.

Alt the . score on the Seashore is excellent, t)

presence of other considerably lower scores have reduced the

entire profile to approximately a "C".
1 The Kwalwasaer-fiuch

test shows en achievement of "B* on all sections. 1 is ia

apparently in contradiction to the scores of the Sesshore

which it supports on pitch and tonal memory only. It would

appear that the overachlavement in this case is well supported

*To avoid misunderstanding concerning the procedure used in
grouping the profiles under the headings of A,L,C, etc., the
reader la referred to the introduction, par;es 5-4.



by the high scores on the psychotic end. of the 1&2PI profile

particularly the Me.

Cfcse IV — Kale

Shipley-Hartford L . c.

Vocabulary I* — 113

Abstractly — 1:

-

otal i ~ US

Conceptual Quotient — 106

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory

Saaentially a normal profile; slight elevations present

In Jif, lis, and f«« Ie score 1

Keystone Visual burve;, ...jobinocular

I replies checked In the "impacted" colu.

Pitch, loudness, timbre, and rhyths—cuperior; time

—

^ood, vita a perfect score on tcnal omnboi

Kwalwaas^r-:. >.;:'.. ^st of Musical .
,

llshaent

All correct.

Interpretation v .aaar;/ of Test ea

-al 1^ score is approximately the average for a col.

level £ti . . However I - score on the fcaralwasser

and the extremely high scores en the Seashore- aanifect both

unusual aptitude and even better achievement in music. The

presence of the slightly elevate La apparently of no con-

sequence and the elevate. la present in practically all

male ausiclana. A alight tendency to resembl :-o persons

who have a suspicious attitude towards the Motives o: *s
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as characterized by the elevated Pa is also of a non-disablir.

nature. The low Io tends to show that the subject is alightly

extroverted. sual uchieveraant of this subject ie appar-

ently well-aupporte . r-e.

Case V — kale

,ic:/-..artford :.strust wcele

Vocabulb. — 121

Abstraction ] — 110

Total I — 117

Conceptual Quotient

Minnesota Kul 'sonallty Inventory

Very normal profile with alight It elevation end low Ie.

..t elevation on the I validation key.

•tone - survey Telebinocular

Irregular profile; right and left aye visual efficiency

at 90 per cant at the far point. i at near point Indi-

cating underconvergence and low visual eccuity. Visual accuity

for the right eye at near point only 70 per cent and for t:

left eye, 80 per cent. Slnaa the subject was tested with glasses,

further examination by a competent eye specialist is desirable.

jhore Measure. , ^ical la lent

Irregular profile rsaglag froa hi vorage to supt.

The Stanton average for the entire profile I minus".

Kwalwasser- ;. Cfc i ;.cco«pllsluaant

aieveoent of MC" on all sections of tho test.
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Interpretation and Summary of Teat scores

There are problenatic signs of underechievetaont since

there is considerable difference between the scores of the

Seashore end the Lwalwasst-r- uch. while the Keystone indi-

cates difficulty in fusion to a slight degree, it would not

influence these scores to such a great extent , but would rather

tend to produce eye strain and a more deliberate manner of

reeding. The elevation of the Ft score on the KMPI again is

not high enough to influence the divergence between aptitude

and achievement which is present. In the bhipley-Hartford

there la a change of pattern, namely that the vocabulary score

is higher than the abstract and the total IQ score is also

higher than the abstract. This significant difference alo:.

with the high tonal memory score on the Seashore test, may

mean that the subject has made bti auditory compensation for

his visual deficiency.

Case VI — .uile

yley-Iiortf ord .ietx'oot ~cale

Vocabulary IQ

Abstrwction Is,

Total I

Conceptual quotient

105

M
105

M
~lnnesoto -ultlphaslc Personality inventory

essentially normal; slight Hy and Ft elevation with a

low Ie.



Keystone Visual survey I'elebinoculer

Irregular profile; fusion at far point doubtful Indicating

alight ovorconvergence. Left eye visual deficiency at far

point doubtful also indicating overconvergence. Visual acuity

for both right and left eye at near point doubtful indicating

overconvergenee. Subject wearing glasses.

EM i aj w i . . _ - ... eg .v . ~. ic _
r
i,iy

t

..

A Stanton average of nC minus". All items in approximately

the saae groupin .

Kwalwasser-RucL . ct of r.usicel accompli;.

Irregular but consistently low on all sections. WC"

Interpretation and Sumaary of Teat Scores

All scores on the Shipley-Hartford are considerably below

those of the average successful college student. The con-

ceptual quotient which measures mental deterioration is low

but does not seen to warrant clinical investigation. The

presence of slight Hy and Ft elevations indicates a tendency

for the subject to resemble persons who have a dependence up-

on home and family along with tendenciea towards repeating

random performances. Iha presence of a slightly elevatec

in the validation key indicates a defensive attitude and a

desire to be considered in the most acceptable light socially.

The low Ie score is similar to patterns of Individuals of the

outgoing or extroverted typ<- . incs the scores of tho Sea-

shore and Kwalwasser-Huch are in approximately the same

grouping there is apparently no question of ovtr or under-

achievement.



Case VII — Female

Shipley-Hertford tie treat ~cele

Vocabulary 1^

Abstraction XQ

;tal x

Conceptual quotient

111

110

us

.esoto ^ultlpl.csic Personality Invonti

Zicsentially normal profile; , elevation on D, Ma,

end a lbwored le ccoro.

Keystone Visual Purvey Telebinocular

Majority of replies in the 'Expected" column, Slight

underconver^enco in fusion at far point.

Seashore lieasures of Musical Talent

Vorj irregular. Loudness, timbre, and tonal memory

in superior column; rhythm—excellent, pitch—averaje, and

time—poor; a Stanton average of C plus.

Kwalwasser-Iiuch lest of ftuslcal Accomplishment

"3" scores on all sections.

Interpretation and Summary of Test Scores

The Abstraction score on the Shipley-iiartforti is ajoin

hijh. The total |Q is approximately average for the success-

ful college student. The alight elevation of the I) and a

corresponding elevation on the Ma in the S&?I profile are the

two peaks in an essentially normal profile, since there are

no sorious handicaps on the Keystone, there seem to be no

other limiting factors.



Case VIII — Female

£hlpl&y-l«artford Retreat Scole

Vocabulary

Abstraction In

Total IQ,

Conceptual *uotio;.

106

12G

118

11.:

Uinnesotc Multiphasic ?ers ona 1 1 L ,/ -nventory

rmal profile with the exception of high Ft and Ie scores.

Keystone Visual Purvey relcbinocular

Majority of replies in the "lixpected" column; rioht eye

visual efficiency 80 per cent at the fsr point, left eye 100

per cent at the far point.

Seashore Measures of Musical Talent

Pitc'a—superior; the remaining scores ranging from good

to poor. A Stanton average of NC minus".

Saj^gaaaei -.^-..:. gei
fcMjg . ufic^i £gfigttM§lB&BS

*C W profile on all sections.

Interpretation end Summary of Test Scores

The abstract score of the Shipley-Hartford is higher

than the vocabulary score. The total 1$ score is approximately

average for the successful college student. An essentially

normal profile exists for the IflPX with the exception of a

high Pt score which is matched by an equally high Ie. Since

the majority of scores on the other keys are ver„ normal,

this peak stands out sharply. This, with a tendency to re-

semble the scores of those who tend to be introverted, may be

a related factor to the low scores on both the Seaahore and the



Kwalwasaer-iiuch. It Is quite rare that pitch alone receives

the highest score on the Seashore without a hic;h ecconpt;.

score on either tonal raeacry, tinbre, or loudness. V.e nay

hypothesize that If the Pt score wore reduced, a higher score

on both the Seashore and the Kvalwasaer night result.

Case IX — Feraale

Shipley-Hertford Uotreet .cale

Vocabulary I H

Abstract. I on 1

Total iq

Conceptual quotient

115

110

LU

97

xeoote i.lultlphesic Personal ivej&tory

mentis lly a noriaal profile with an elevation on I

Pt scale.

Keystone Visual Purvey Telobinocular

oplles four out of thirteen in the "^xpectod'' colunn.

Low simultaneous vision, lateral imbalance, and lov. fusion at

far point. This is repeated in replies In the doubtful colunn

indicating underconvor-enee in the sane categories at near

point.

Stanton average of "C plua M
. Fairly even throughout the

profile.

Kwalwasser-Pvuch Test of Musical Acconpllshnont

Achievenent of "A" on all sections of this test.



Interpretation and Summary of Test -con

A alight deviation iron the usual female pattern on the

Shipley-Hartford in that the Vocabulary score runs higher than

the Abstraction score, and also the Total core is slightly

icr than the other scores. This is mentioned from the

standpoint of the change in what may be called the beginnin

of a pattern, end not from the significance of the scores

themselves. The slight peak on the Pt scale of the £KPX does

not seem to have any significance, since the difference is so

small. Sloes the Loystone shows several visual disturbances,

• more comprehensive examination by an eye specialist is in

order. The Seashore does not support the high score of achieve*

mont in the Kwalwaaser-Huch, end jeneral trend toward over-

achieveraent seems to exist.

Case X —• Female

..'..liilcy-lmrtford aetrccw L-calc

Vocabulary 1

4

— 111

Abstraction li} — 105

Total I — 110

Conceptual quotient — 94

Minnesota Lultlphaslc rersonclity Inventory

Very normal profile* Uo elevations of any consequence.

KeyBtone Visual Survey '+cloblnocular

Majority of replies checked in the "Expected" column.

Seashore Heasures of Musical Talent

.juton average of nB minus".



Kwslwasser-Puch -<..: - -'-' usical jiccoapllshaent

lavement of "B plus".

Interpretation c::< ~uixaary of lest Scores

The scores of tho Cot end the Kwalwasaer-Uuch tt.

run almost a perfect correlation between aptitude end achieve-

neat* The only scortc that are of any consequence are those

of .- .artford, end seeis to be quite low in compar-

ison vltfa the high scores of the others. The total IH score

is slightly below the average of college-level students, end

the Abstraction score considerably so. In this case, the

Keystone has no particular significance other than its indi-

cating normal visicn.

Case 12 — resale

Shipley-Hartford ictreat ocale

Vocabulary — 121

Abstraction _ — 1C

Total I — 11

Conceptual quotient — 88

Minnesota Lulti;.>hasic Personality inventory

This la essentially e nuraal profile. There ia a slight

elevation on the E in the Validation Key; a slight liy and Ha.

The le is fairly low.

Keystone Visual Purvey ^gleblnocular

Replies not altogether in the "gxpected" colunn. Ihere

is a pattern however, for asil of the digressions are on the

overconver^ence side, with the exception of Stereop^is at far



point, ^is received an entirely negative reedir

-a. .. .. -:- .".: ..: 1 - .

.' -^1^;.-

Iant on average of *C minus". Very irregular profile.

Loudness and Timbre were the t«o itoraa in the profile,

and were in the Excellent column. The rest of the scores were

from Good to Low-Aver a. .

Kwalwasaer-iiuch Test of Musical ..cco^Il.

nC aver.- •*, with some hl^hs in several sections.

Interpretation and Nummary of .^. scores

uford scores on vocebi are hl^h for

this particular ^oup of scores, and t atal Iv^ is approx-

imately normal for the college level student, while the

Conceptual quotient ia low, it does not appear to be suspic-

iously so. Scores above ninety do not necessarily mean mental

normality. They aimpl. icate that the subject's ebili

to think abstractly in the testing situation is not seriously

impaired (29). Thus, a score below ninety would not indicate

a negative interpretation of the above statement without other

qualifying data, such as a very low score on Vocabulary and

particularly on Abstraction. The sllrht elevation on the K

in : lidation key indicates a probable desire to assume

as many desirable social traits as possible. The seashore

and the ^waitress ..ere quite closely matched, and sir:

no scores on the Keystone indicate any visual disturbances it

is logical to assume that Aptitude and Achievement have cor-

related quite closely.



Case XII — Female

Shlpley-lisrtf ^vcul -..ccle

Vocabulary ZQ.

Abstraction

jtel 1

Conceptual quotient

106

110

110

a one I .iveat.-

.ovetion on By* Pa, Pt, ftoa with a low Ie score*

Validation key shoes slightly elevated 1 .

Keystone Visual wurvoy -clublnocular

Pew Items checked In "ijepeeted" column, Simultaneous

vision at far point "doubtful"; lateral imbalance at far

point also "doubtful". Rfeht end left eye visual efficiency

only 60 per cent. Fusion et both near* and far points indi-

cating overconver^ence.

Seashore Measure, or ...uslctil Talent

Stanton average of "C minus". Pitch and tonal memory

scores both low.
; one score high rat In , timbre

—

excellent

.

jser-... ... .
.:.. - . .uslcai Accoispll>

This test shows an achievement "•

-•e tat Ion . 'SpfpMTJ of cores

The abstract score of the Shipley-Sartford exceeds that

of vocabulary and the total I< is the same score. ..Llle the

I0IPI points essentially to a normal profile, the elevation on

Ft is particul&r.. . .eso scores nljut indicate that this

person is emotionally disturbed. These scores however may be



somewhat higher than normal sine© tho F score is slightly

elevated. This means that the Individual did not fully under-

stand some of the questions or was rather careless in their

interpretation. The Keystone indicates that a reading problem

exists, Uile fusion at both noar and far points la on I

ovorconvergenco or hi(_h visual acuity side, there may be dif-

ficulty in immediate fusion. visual efficiency down to

sixty per cent in both eyes and lateral imbalance at both near

and far points doubtful, there is ample reason to believe that

this individual should consult an eye specialist so that these

conditions may be relieved. The seashore scores falling in

the nC minus" bracket do not support the high nB" score on the

Kwalwasser-Ruch test. There seems to be an indication of a

slight overachievement since all of the accompanying scores

of this subject point to disturbances of some kind. There

appear8 to be a atrcn^ relationship between this individual's

overachievin^ and his emotional state.

Case JwIII — llale

ley-Hertford I-letresi -cele

Vocabulary

Abstraction XQ

Total Iii

C once;, tua 1 *uotlent

157

U I

lg7

115

. ,esots Multiphasic Personality Inventory

ievated . , Slightly elevated D, UT, and a high Ic

.

Keystone Visual Purvey Teleblnocular

Subjoe t csnnot fuse. t and left eyes focus separately
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at 100 per cent visual efficiency at both near and far point:.

Seashore Measures of fr.ua icol Talent

Stanton average of r
. . ..ceres on tine and rhythm the

only deviation fron "ouperlor" colunn.

Ewalwesser- iuch Teat of Musical Accoc.plishaent

Achleveoent of "A".

Interpretation and Zuwmvy of Test Scores

;e Shipley-Hertford points to an exceptional capacity

in vocabulary and abstraction. The total I<* coaes very close

to fc»lfflg the top score of the test. The Keystone test which

slices that there ie no fusion, depth perception, or sinultan-

eoua vision, should be considered in the light of the fact

that the student has apparently nsade a satisfactory adjustment

to this obvious handicap. In persons of less native capacity

it ai^ht have proved to be disabling, RHM questioned, the

subject Informed this writer that jlaese. been prescribed

to help overcome these visual deficiencies, but since they

had not resulted in s satisfactory adjustment, the ^lasaea

had been discarded. The scores of all the teats excluding

the MHPX seem to point to the fact that adjustment to this

visual problem have taken place. Tho elevated E score on

the K&PI indicates a tendency toward defensiveness. Often

the attitude develops fr. livotional sources not recog-

nized by the testoc. The D is of little consequence in the

profile in this case, and the Mf indicates a highly verbal

type of personality aliich is found in raany sale musicians.

The Ie score, which Is the highest of any of the keys on the



profile, lndicotes a similarity to persona who tend to have

introverted personalities. oashore is hi£h with the

-tanton average of "3", and points the way for the cchieve-

t on the KwalwaaBor-.luch. It can hardly he M tat

ovorachievesent is preaent due to the fact that the reliability

coefficients on rhythm and tiae # as aapereto sections of the

Seashore tost, are lower than any other iteme, and it is in

these two categories that this student failed to make a -redo

of "Superior".

Case XIV — Female

)ley-ilsrtford a>Lx... „cale

Vocabulary 1^ — 135

Abatract Ion I
— 110

Total I
— li

Conceptual quotient — 90

Minnesota Multiphasic iorsonollty Inventory

.it K elevation; olovoted D; lesser peaks on Pa and

Pt; hi-h Io.

Keystone Visual Lurvey Teleblnocular

All replies checked v,Ithln the "hxpected" colunn.

seashore Measures of l-.ua ica 1 Talent

Stanton average of "3 plua", with perfect score on tonal

aemoi\ .

The reliability of ttie time test Parnaworth considers to
be low, one of its disadvantages belu^ thst its unmusical mannar
of Juc irac la decidedly dlaturblnc to many students who hove
had musical training. It is also sometimes difficult to make the
directions clear, -he rhythm test Is found by Parnaworth to
the poorest In standardization end to bo wry lo*. In reliability—
she ,._ • uced with caution, Reliability coefficients of time and
rhythm are 0.51, end 0.47 respectively." (24)



Kwalwasaer-iiucti Tost of Musical Acci

Achieve:seat of or the highest of the test aeries.

Interpretation and Summary of Test Scores

The extx»erael
v

jcabultry score on the Shipley-

Hartford is in contrast to the rather low abstract score.

The total 1^ la slightly aore than average for colle e-level

students. The alight elevation of the I in the UUPl seeaa

to Indicate a aoaewhst defensive attitude in the testes and

the D acbre shows a mild tendency of the subject to resemble

persons who do not regard the future with a normal amount of

optimiam. The rt score Is slightly less thsn the D score

and a closely j ollowing Pa score shows a similarity in pattern

to those who hove a slightly suspicious attitude toward the

motivos of others. The elevated le evidences tendencies toward

introversion. All of the Keystone scores are good, with no

evidence of any visual problems. The Seashore, fcith a allg'.

ly uneven profile, rates both pitch and loudness slightly

below "Uccellent" while the rest of the items are "Lxcellent"

and "Superior". :onal memory, with its perfect score, is

evidence of unususlly high ability in musical memory. 1

e most striking result of this test'", . eashore writes,
"is that a span of six is difficult enough for practically all
of a normal community. A person vho, in an extended series of
trials, is able to get all records right would Love an extra-
ordinary capacity for this kind of memory. Othw things be;
equal, the child in tlie fifth-grade room who ranks eighty-five
gives promise of a memory for as extensive a repetory es any
musician may need, and persona who now pi rogrwns of several
houra entirely from memory may not rank higher than ninety on
this scale." (25)



The Kwelwasse-- uch test with its score of four under perfect

indicates exceptional cc. lavement in music. This leaves

scarcely any room for a greater amount of achievement, a..

since the native capacity of en individual at maturity seldom

changes, it seems unlikely that the physiological basis for

discrimination (so necessary ft. ting a high score on the

Seaahore) could be improved, liowever, the high scores on the

MU?I profile nay have had some influence in the attitude vi

which the testee approached the testing situation.

Case XV — kale

ohlpley-Hartford Retreat .-cale

Vocabulary I

4

Abstraction

^tal I

Conceptual quotient

US

115

117

102

Minnesota I/iultiphaalc Personality Inventory

Mild elevations on lis, Ily, tlf, tm& Ka. Low Ie.

Keystone Visual Purvey Teleblnoculer

Majority of replies checked in "Expected** column.

Seashore Measures of Musical Talent

gxtreaely irregular profile; scores running from low

average to an almoat perfect score on rhythm. Pitch, loudness,

tonal memory in the low average to average group; time,

timbre, and rhythm in the superior and excellent group. Kn-

tire profile erratic. A Stanton average of "C plua".

gjwalwaa—r»i uc i: Jest of Mm leal Acccapllabment^

An achievement of *5 plus" on all sections.



Interpretation and Summery of Test -cores

ipley-IIartford scores are grouped at the same general

level, except the CQ. which is slightly lower but not suspic-

lously Ion* The Tour peaks la IMPI tend to indicate that

the subject resembles people who are slightly imnaturo, not

yet completely divorced from family dependence, with the typ-

ical trelts of masculine musicians and slightly overproductive

in thought and action. The rather low Io Indicates the subject

awhat resembles the out- , extroverted typo. The Key-

stone shows no disturbing visual characteristice. -ho extrec^

erratic profile of the Seashore, which is rated a "C plus tt ac-

cording to the Ltanton average, gives evidence of slightly less

ability than achievement, 'ais test, adequate measuring instru-

ment that it is, dees not measure training, or the will to work.

•n, or hyper-activity such as is indicated by the ele-

vated Ma score, may account for some of the difference between

aptitude and achievement in this case.

Case XVI — Male

ghlpley-Uartford aetroat ^cale

Vocabulary 1^ 101

126

115

Abstraction SQ

Total I<4

Conceptual quotient — If

ioaota Multiphasic Personality Inventory

-reoely high "Lw score; "t" is sooewhat elevated but

about half of the "L". .Novations in the main profile are



observed on Ily and Sc with a very low Ie,

Keystone Visual Purvey Telobl j±

Subject tested both with glasses and without. All scores

deviate widely fro:., the "Expected" column. Further examination

Is indicated. A competent eye specialist should be consulted.

Seashore Measures of Husicol Talent

-tanton average of "B plu8 w
. All scores from good to

superior,

Kwalwaasor-Ruch Test of Muulcol Aceo.-ir-llshaent

This teat indicates an achievement of "D".

Interpretation - .uaery of Test scores

There is considerable deviation between the abstract and

vocabulary scores on the Ship! rtford. The abstrsct ia

relatively high indicating that the subject is more capable

of doing abstract thinking in this particular teating altua-

tion. The vocabulary score Is quite low, and although a

general pattern of this nature has been observed in the male

subjecta on this test, these scores have not been quite so

significantly separated, Tho L&PI, in its validation key,

shows an extreme: /a "L" score. This records the degree

to which the subject may be attesting to falsify his scores

by always choosing the response that places him in the m
acceptable light socially. This high L score does not completely

invalidate the other scores but indict. :.at the true values

are probably higher than those actually obtained (14). There-

fore It would be expected that the peaks on Hy and Sc night be

somewhat higher, and also that the Ie score might be raised.
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The Keystone test, which was administered to the subject both

wit I 3ses and without, shove that furthur exeninction by a

competent eye specialist would be recommended. Vihile a few of

the responses tended to catalc subjects vision on the

"Doubtful" or ovorconver ,e ctajorlty of responses

were on the arcoavi ce or low visual acuity aide. The

oral profile and the foil heck points were not im-

proved even when the subject wore glasses; these check points

were vertical imbalance, lateral imbalance, fusion, all at far

point, and lateral imbalance and fusion at near point. Visual

efficiency at both near and far points waa improved slightly

when the subject wore glasses. It ia significant to note

that the tost of stcreopsls, which measures depth perception,

showed the lowest reply possible but was brought into the

xpected" column when the subject wore glaaaea. The importance

of this point should not be overlooked in view of the fact

that it deals with manual dexterity and "hand-to-eye" coordin-

ation. The Seashore test give* the subject a very high rating,

although pitch and tonal memory upon which the highest coeffic-

ients of reliability have been obtained, were not es high ae

the rest of the teat items, rhe hwalwasser-auch test in

cates a surprisingly low achievement score in view of the

apparent aptitude, low scores were obtained on the sub-test

for recognition of syllable names and recognition of familiar

melodies from notation* Fhle tends to reflect the Seashore

profile, although achievement ia still lower than one would

expect. There are slgna according to the BHPT, that this



subject may be severely emotionally disturbed el h addi-

tional testing should be done to determine the exact nature

and extent of this adjustment. Uauell. , - .la pattern runs an

extremol . vocabulary score and Is not of the t

or extroverted type of persona lit. . he apparent underachieve'

aent In music may be closely related to this fact.

Case XVII — Sale

Chlpley-IIartford

Vocabulary X<i — 111

Abstraction - — G7

Total I — 99

Conceptual quotient — 78

: inaosoto .lUltlpUaalc Personality 1

Hy slightly elevated, UC very high; le allghtly low.

Keyatone Visual purvey Tolcblnocular

1 In t. .ctcd" column.

Seashore keasuros of Musical Talent

Very irregular pattern. Pitch—low average; loudneas

and time—superior; timbre, rhythm, and tonal memory—good

to excellent. A Stanton average of "C plflfl

Kwalwaaser-P>uch ,t:.t of i-ualcal «»ci^. v -l....- ~.*l

Achievement of *Fn (low). Los* scores obtained in all

categories of the test.

Interpretation - of Test l^coroa

The entire group of scores on the Shipley-Hartford are

low including the conceptual quotient. The low OQ score la



classified by the nanus 1 at "quite suspicious" which may b«

interpreted as meaning possible deterioration in mental ef-

ficiency. The total ZQ score is considerably lower than

that of the average college student. The extremely high Mf

score in the J03PI may be interpreted as indicating a tendency

toward a highly verbal or artistic temperament with stro:

interests in those directions. The lesser elevation of the

Hy suss«°t6 tha possibility of a slight family dependence.

The Keystone shows no visual disturbances. The Seashore scores

although very irregular are still above the echievement of the

Kwslwasaer. There is, however, a slight discrepancy in these

two tests since the Seashore score on tonal memory is "Excellent"

and the "Recognition of Psmiliar Melodies and Rotations" on the

Kwalwasser-Huch is very poor. The score on "Detection of Pitch

Srrors in a Familiar I^elody" ia also quite low. This apparent

tendency toward underachievement may bo traced to the generally

low scores of the Shipley-Hartford which suggest a soraewhat

impaired mental efficiency, difficulty in thinking at abstract

level, aoaawhat low intelligence quotient, and a limited vocab-

ulary.

Case XV111 — Male

srtford Retreat Scale

Vocabulary

Abstraction ZQ

Total 1

Conceptual Quotient

111

07

99

78



Minnesota Lultiphaaic Personality Inventory

light elevation on the L and K 3calcs, with alight peaks

occurlag on the Ha, - ,, and Pt*

Keystone Visual Lurvozr lelebinocular

Majority of replies checked in the "Lxpected" column*

Seaahore treasures of Musical Tali

.remely irregular and low* Stanton average of ":

Pitch, highest of entire group, rated at good, with loudneas

and tonal memory almost completely negative.

iUralwaaaer-auch Test of Musical Accomplishment

Achievement of "F". ^;;treaely lot in all categories*

Interpretation and Summary of Test Scores

The entire battery of Shipley-Hartford scores are ex-

tremely low* The conceptual quotient is classified as "quite

auspicious" showing the possibility of a slight amount of

mental deterioration* The total XQ score is extremely low for

college level work, and the low abstract score reflects s

seeming inability of the subject to think well in an obstrsot

testing situation. ahllo the MHFI profile is essentially

normal, the slight elevations of the L and K indicate that

the peeka existing in the profile Bight be slightly higher

hed the subject probsbly not attested to control the test.

_ven theao elevations would appear within the normal range

however* The Keystone reveals no visual disturbances* The

Seaahore indicates a slightly HP aptitude in music than

the Xwslwasser-ltuch reveals in achievement, although both are

quite low* Since there arc no qualifying disturbances in

peraonality, or viaually, th& alight underachievement may be



attributed to the predominance of tho low scores throughout

ery of tests*

Case XIX — i!cic

Shipley-hartford lie treat Lcale

Vocabulary 1^ — |0{

Abstraction J. — M
otal I — 105

Conceptual Quotient — 95

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory

L light elevations of the L and Kj alight elevations on

D, lis, Ft, Lc cosipared to the low scores on the rest of the

scale.

/stono Vlsusl survey Toleblnocuiar

So visual disturbances, majority of replies checked within

the "iixpocted" column.

Measures of Musical Talent

Irregular profile with two items in the poor group, two

in the excellent group, and two in the low-overt u.:. A

mton average of *D pine".

Kwalwaaaer-Huch -est of huolcol Accomplishment

.lavement of MP". .^tremely low on "iiocognition of

Pemiliar Kelodiea from notation", "Knowledge of ^natures",-

spotty, and low scores on the remainder of the sub-testa.

Summary and Interpretation of lest hcores

All tho Shipley-iiartford scores are low for college-level

work, but the conceptual quotient has not fallen to a suspicious



low. Slight elevations m L and K tend to sho« attempts

by the Individual to appear in a favorable lijLt. »hile the

profile is essentially nornal, tho presence of these elevations

would tend to oake the existing peaks slightly higher,

visual disturbances were noted in the Keystone. tb» Seashore,

having two items each on three widely separated scoring levels,

indicates not only a divergence of traita in the auaical pro-

file, but alao an irregular grouping of aptitudes. The

Kwalwaaser-Huch with its extrenely low achievement of "Pn gives

evidence of either very little training, or inability to apply

the training to the testinj situation. The latter case is

probsbly true, and would tend to be related to the low scores

of the Shipley-Hartford. Since no visual skills seoa to be

impaired, and there are apparently no disabling personal:

traits, this underachieveaoent tends to linit itself to char-

acteristics \. can be raeasured by the Shipley-Hartford

Retreat ~csle.

Case XX — itale

» :.;,

,

1 -..artford Hetreet Scale

Vocabulary

-streetion I v

~tal 1

Conceptual quotient

121

110

lie

M
^inniocotu -.wltlphaslc Forsonslity inventory

High "X" score on the validation key; peaks at Hs and lly

with a general leveling-off of the profile to a rather low le.



Eevatone Visual survey Tcleblnocular

Very few replies checked in the "Expected" column.

Subject checked without jlassts. Showa almost a complete

eboonce of depth perception. - eye viaual efficiency

at both near and far point tera at 70 per cent, .us ion

at both far and near point doubtful on overconvergenee side.

Seashore Measures c Lcel Talent

Slightly irregular with a from low average to per-

fect. Stanton average of "B minus".

Kwalwasaor-.iuch Test of kusical Accomplishment

Achievement of *0%

kumciarj and Interpretation of Jest Scores

There ia a normal pattern of scores on the Shlpla

Hartford, although the conceptual quotient is slightly low*

The extremely K score on the validation key of the i&JPI

indicates somewhat of a defensive attitude. Slight elevations

on the Ha and Bj indicate a similarity to the profiles of pur-

sons who have e somewhat immature attitude as well as somewhat

of a feelinj of family dependence. The Ie being considerably

lower than the reat of the test scores indicates tlxat the sub-

ject tends to be of the outgoing or slightly extroverted type

of personality. However, the hi ocore nay tend to raise

the scores of the entire profile. The replies checked on the

Keystone ar& ao widely scattered that an eye specialist should

be consulted. The Seashore, though somewhat irregular, shows a

perfect tonal memory score and items on the tost which received

low scores are amon those whose reliability coefficients are



not as high as either pitch or tonal —imj« The Kwalwasser-

sh shows an achievement of e less than that which

would be expected frost the Seashore tost but since they are so

close there is little reason to believe that there la a question

of over or underachievement. However, It is to be expected

that peraona or college level accomplish mora in music than la

indicated by their aptitude testa, since there is en element

of training involve,, .ore can be no doubt that the iLeystone

shows a marked visual handicap, and it e reasonable to

expect that all the scores would be somewhat improved if this

condition were either eliminated or* alleviated.

Caaa XXI — Hale

bhlpley-hortford Retreat ^cale

Yoosbule.

Abstraction lq

Total I

Conceptual wuotient

151

U

.u .i-.-otti multiphasic Personality Inventory

: ht elevations on D and Nfjj low Ie.

..stone Visual Purvey Telebinocular

All replies checked within the "Expected" column*

seashore itoasures of Musical Talent

Irregular profile with majority of scores in excellent

and superior column; loudness and time--poor. Stanton average

of "B n
.

KwalwoLSt;i->-iuch ^c-^it of y-ualcsl Accomplishment

Achievement of "A",



Interpretation end Summary of

The abstract score of the oy-i.artford la considers

her than the vocabulary score. The total X<* la slightly

above average for students at the college level. The MtfPI

shows an essentially normal profile pith no disabling person-

ality tendencies. The rather loa Xe tends to characterize the

subject as having a aonewhat outgoing or extroverted type of

personality. The keystone teat shows a complete absence of any

visual disturbance, and while the Seashore Is slightly lrre.

lar Its average Is extremely high. The Kwalwaaaer-.iuch wit

Its "A" rating places the subject *s schleveraent proportionate

to his aptitude.

Case X — Lale

>,:-.i;:..-...-.-!,:r.: ..^w.-^.-i Seala

-abulery IQ

Abstraction ZQ

Total 1

Conceptual quotient

lis

110

114

97

:egoto Multiphasic Personality Inventory

Slight elevation of the P score on the validation key.

Two well-deflaed peaks appear on D and Pt with an accompanying

elevation on lly, Pa, and -c. Ic is relatively low*

Keystone Visual Survey Telcblnoculor

.,11 responses cheeked within the "Expected" column.

Seashore Measures Oi Luslcal Talent

Slightly irregular profile; all scores in the excellent

and superior column except loudness which is rated avers



The Stanton average is "

Kwalwasaer-iucl, ... „ or Liualcol ..ceo:^Iiohment

achievement score of "? n
. A very significant low score

was made on subtest number ten which Is "Recognition of Familiar

Uelodles from dotation". Of the ten melodies only the national

anthem was marked correctly and apparently there waa some in-

decision on this since there vea an erasure. it other

melodies were not marked at all and the one remaining which

waa marked waa incorrect.

Intepretatlon ar. >f Teat

The scores of the Shiploy-ilartford ere so close together

that very little significance cen be attached to one over

another, ^hile the C* is s ly low, it is still within the

normal range. It Is, however, of alight significance to note

that the total I.« la higher than the rest of the scores. The

2ffi?I, with the slightly elevated F, indicates that the subject

nay have misinterpreted some of the questions or have been

alightly careleaa in sorting hia answer cards. The peaks a, ~

pearin^ on D and Pt seem to be within the llmlta of the normal

affile sltho. hey are slightly I . The high D score

indicatea a tendency of the subject to resemble persons with

profiles uve a somewhat pessimistic point of view with

ard to the future. The elevated adicates s similarity

toward peraons with profilea showing a tendency toward repeat

performances and worry. There is some tendency for dejected

feelings to accompany abnormally high scores. The presence

of a Pa score only slightly lower than the Pt indicatea a



ifl

similarity to persons who tend to be somewhat sensitive. The

Keystone shows no visual disturbances of any kin . ha Sea-

shore with a Stanton average of "B" 13 not well reflected by

the low score of the Kwalwaaser-Ruch. Even though, the tonal

memory score Is perfect, there seoria to be a marked inability

to recojnizc familiar melodies from notation. The personality

ares seems to be the only particular point where some disturb-

ance is noticeable* It is logical to assume that this may be

stron&ly related to the apparent differences between aptitude

and achievement.

Case XXIII ~ Female

Shipley-Hertford Retreat ~cale

Vocabulary I\

Abstraction ZQ

Total IQ

Conceptual quotient

127

126

127

106

i.lnnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory

A slightly olevated K on the validation key; Pd and Sc

aest of the entire profile; low Ie.

stono Visual -urvey Toleblnoculer

All replies checked within the "inspected" column.

Seashore Measures of Musical Talent

A Stanton averaje of nC plus".

Kwel^assfcr-ituch Test of ...uslcal accomplishment

An achievement of "B plus".



mary osc Interpretation of Test Lcercs

I scores on the Shipley-Hartford are well above the

average for college-level students, ..hlle the slightly ele-

vated K shows a mildly defensive attitude, the profile is

essentially nonaal. The presence of the elevated ?d and Sc

do not appear to be disabling. The low le tends to charac-

terise the subject as aomewhat extroverted. The Keystone

shows a complete abaence of visual difficulties. The Seashore

test, with its Stanton average of "C plus", is fairly regular

in ell ci.tagories but is slightly below the achievement level

indicated by the Kwelwassor-Iiuch, This should not be inter-

preted too strongly as a case of overachievement because of

the variable factor of training. It is to be expected that

in most cases achievement will tend to exceed attitude slightly.

The high scores on the Shipley-Hartford also tend to strengthen

this observation in this particular caso.

Case XXTf — Female

Shipley-aartford :>ctreat Scale

Vocabulary — 10e

Abstraction XQ — 115

Total 1 — 114

Conceptual quotient — 105

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory

Essentially a normal profile; two slight elevations

occur in_— :. . . ^

.



Keystone Visual Survc binocular

All replies checked within the "ixpected" column.

Seashore Keaaurea of Musical Talent

A Stanton average of "C plus". All itena fairly regular.

Kwalwaaaer-Iluch Test of Musical Accomplishment

An achievement of "C".

Interpretation and Summary of Te:>t scores

The scores on the Shipley-Hartford &r% ell 8 lightly lover

than average for success at college level. The UMBI with its

easentially normal profile registers a alight tendency for the

subject to reserable persons with profiles that show a slight

family dependency. The Keystone indicates a complete absence

of sny visual problems, and the Seashore with its Stanton

average of "C plus" is quite closely reflected by the achieve-

aent of "C" on the Kwalwaasor-auch. A^oin, the Shipley-Hartford

scores seem to bear out the measure of achievement which in this

caae happens to be a little below average corresponding to the

XQ scores.

Caae XXV mm

Shlpley-iiartford Retreat Scale

Vocabulary

Abstraction IQ

Total IQ

Conceptual quotient

121

151

127

111

Lllnnesota fcultiphaalc Personality Inventory

Essentially a normal profile; slight elevations present



D, Hy, end Pd. The Ie score la low.

Keystone Visual Survey Teloblnocuiar

All items checked within the "Expected" column*

.,00 shore >k?aaure3 of Musical Talent

A Stanton average of "B", All items of the teat fairly

equal.

Kwalwaaaer-Ruch Test of Luslcel .-.ccoaipllshnent

Achievement of "A".

Interpretation and Summary of Teat Reaults

All the Shipley-Hartford scores are slightly above aver-

age for the college level student. Although the 3&IPI shows a

slight elevation on D, Hy and id, these traits do not seem to

be disabling to any narked extent. The Keystone shows that

re ere no visual difficulties, and the Kwalwasser, being

her than the Seashore, again shows a relationship to the

rather hi I scores of the Shipley-Hartfo-

Caae XXVI — Male

Shipley-Hartford Retreat Scale

Vocabulary IQ — 111

Abstraction gQ — 77

Total I — 91

Conceptual .iuotient — 63

Minnesota hultlphasic Personality Inventory

Essentially a normal profile; si elevations observed

on the Hy and LIT scales. Ie is extremely low.

Keystone Visual survey Telebinocular

Majority of replies checked in "Expected" column; right



eye visual efficiency sixty per cent at for point.

Seashore Measures of Kuclcal l.nt

A Stanton overage of MC plus", ell iteaa forming a fairly

ular profile,

Zwalwasser-^uch lest of Musical ^cco.:.,'llshgsent

An achieveoent of "D", consistently low throughout all

sections.

Interpretation and Sunaary c: scores

1 scores on the Shipley-Hartford are extrenely low*

This la particularly true of the Abstract I% ttd the Total ZQ

scores. The conceptual quotient is low enough to warrant addi-

tional testing before dia^nosin^ the subject sa having slight

deterioration of mental efficiency. The J08PI profile is quite

normal but shows elevations c -ud U£ m The oxtreaely low

Ze characterizes the subject, as having the extroverted, out-

going type of personality. The Keystone shows complete absence

of any serious visual disturbances. .ashore, with its

Stanton average of "C plus", is not well reflected by the Xwal-

waaaer-Huch *ith an achieveoent of WD". .lixu feba achievement

is low, there is a possibility that the extremely low -U scores

as shown by the Shipley-Hartford have contributed to the in-

ability of the subject to use his natural aueical ability in

a testing situation. There is also the possibility of loss

of jasntal efficiency, which ral^ht have some influence on

echievement in this case.

Case XXVi: — Male

Shipley-Hertford ,i6treat *>cale

Vocabulary I* US



Abstract ion ZQ

Total

Conceptual quotient

115

117

102

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory

High K; elovatlons occurlng en lly, Wtt and lie, a lesser

peak existing on .

Keystone Visual ^urve. i'eleblnocular

Approximately half of the replies checked In the "Lxpected"

column, Fusion doubtful on underconvergenco side at both near

and far point. tight eye visual efficiency forty per cent.

Seashore Measures of Musical Tali.

anton average of "A". All items in the superior column.

Kwalwaaaer-^ucL .est of Musical ... .:aent

Achievement of

Interpretation c ^.ci .csults

The entire ^roup of JShipley-Hertford scores are slightly

under average for the college level student. The elevated K.

on the validation key of the MKFX tends to shoe a sobswhet de-

fensive attitude on the ptrt of the subject. An elevation

occurs in Hy and the Mf score is indicative of persons who are

artistically inclined. Rm lesser elevation of D is similar

to the patterns of those individuals who ere unable to assume

a norael amount of optimism with regard to the future. The

low le acore ia indicative of persons who tend toward an ex-

troverted personality. The disturbances noted on the Keystone

test are not disabling to the point that the subject is aware

of a visual deficiency at all times. However, under the pres-



64

sure of constant reading, fatigue and eye strain would probably

..it. A competent eye specialist should be consulted for

the further examination of this case. The Seashore profile here

recorded is the only one In this entire series of case examin-

ations in which all the items appear in the superior group.

This indicates a most unusual aptitude and shows th heat

crimination in all phases of this test. The Kwalwaaaer-

.i with its "B" score shows an achievement slightly under

that of the Seashore. dlstu. s noted on the Keystone

and the l&IPI may account somewhat for this lower achievement.

in many casus, more disturbing elements have been noted in

both tests without apparently having decreased the subject's

efficiency, however with the alleviation of some of the visual

difficulties, better scores might be obtained on achievement*

Case X&lll -- Wale

h.lpley-hartford Retreat Scale

Vocabulary 1^,

Abstraction IQ

Total IQ

Conceptual quotient

110

las

106

Minnesota LultL.:.;-wlc Personality Inventory

Slight elevation of I score; lesser elevation of ..

Peaks appearing on D and le.

Keystone Visual ^urvcy 1

1

le binocular

-1 replies checked within the "impacted" column.

Leashorn i.lcas.urok of Musical i alent

A Stanton average of "b". Profile regular on all items.



Kwalwassor-Ruch lest of *.uslctl Accomplli

Achievement of "A".

Interpretation fc jsary of lest Results

The ShiployrHartford scores are slightly above overage

for the college level . ihe elevation of the I Ml the

validation key of tiie MHFI tends to show a sli ofenslve

attitude. A leaaer elevation of the L Indicatee probable at-

tempts by the Individual to falsify scores by chooaln at

which place him in the I acceptable light socially,

elevation which appears c , while not extremely is

considerably higher than any of the rest of the scores. The

Keystone reveals no visual disturbances, fl mton avert,

of ".," on the Seashore shows that the subject possesses better

than average talent in music. The Kwalwaaaer-

shows an achievement of "A", reflects the Seashore score, and

as in coses before share there have been no qualifying dis-

turbances, the Ehipley-iiartford scores agree.

Case 3g;iX -- Female

w'..:.>k;;-..i.^tford Tietroat ~caie

Vocabult.

Abstraction SQ

Total I

Conceptual quotient

10

106

96

.esota multiphasic . tallty Inventory

Extremely 'normal profile. No peaks of any kind,



jstone Visual Surve... -..loblr.ocular

All replies checked within the "Expected" column.

Seashore ^eeaures c cal Talent

Laaton avei*a^o of nC plus"; fairly scattered profile;

Fitch—low avereje, It — , od; timbre, rhythm

and tonal memory excellent to superior.

Kwalwasaer-liuch Test of Musical Accomplishment

An echieveraent of "C .

Interpretation and Sumoar,/ of results

The entire group of Shiplaj - scores am under the

average for college level students. The profile of the MJ6PI

is extrenoly uorroal, and the Keystone shows no visual disturb-

ances. The Seashore profile is quite irregular, and Its

Stanton average of "C plus" is fairly well substantiated by

the achievement of "C" on the Kwalwasser-

Case XXX — Female

I,., -..artf c .rest ^cale

Vocabulary — 1-

Abstraction ..
— 126

Total i ~ 121

Conceptual quotient — 1'.

ultlphaslc Personality Inventory

.itially normal profile vitfa enc fairly hi<;h elevation

appearin£ on Ma,

Keystone Visual Survey Telebiaocular

Approximately half the items checked within the "Lxpected"



column. Fusion at far point doubtful indicating overconvergence,

left end right eye vieuol efficiency at far point ninety per

and left eye visual acuity at near point eight

per cent

.

Seashore Measures oX ..uaical lalv

Stanton average of "C ciinus"; fairly regular profile.

£walwaaser-: ;.uc i :. lc^

Achievement of "C".

Interprets

i

-^ It-

artford are grouped e- the average for

the colic . ... :. . IPX is quite normal and shows

an elevation on the &. ileh tenda to place the subject in t

category with those who are somewhat ovorproductivo in thought

and action. -yatone, while having only half of the r^

aponses in the "Impacted" column, does not' show any seri

visual impairment* In cases where ao many items appear

other than the "fcjtpeetod" column, an eye specialist should be

consulted for further examine!. ;. ;:. -he goeshore, with a

Ltenton average oi* "C minus", appears to be well substantia

by the score of "C w on the Kwalwasaer-Huc...

Caao ,.. :,i -- Ksl*

jford Retreat wcelo

Vocabult.

Abstroctii

Total 1^

Conceptual quotient

10b

111

92



Lllnnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory

Fairly hi&h elevation on tho K; profile very noroal.

Keystone Visual Survey '.olcbinoeular

All replies checked In "^xpectod" column.

Seashore Measures of I.uslcel Talent

Very Irrcjular profile; Stanton average of WC plus* .

Kwalwaaaer-Ituch Test of Musical Accoi.ipllshraent

Achievement of "D".

Interpretation end Summary of Test Scores

All the scores of the Shipley-Iiortford ere somewhat low.

The MKPI shows a very noroal profile and a tendency toward

the out£oln& or extroverted personality. The elevation of K

in the validation key indicates somewhat of a defensive atti-

tude* The Keystone shows no visual deficiencies. The Seashore,

with its Stanton average of "C plus", is quite irregular, and

the majority of scorss are in the average to good category.

"Uhythc", which is rated the highest, is superior; "Loudness"

la low avors e. The Kwalwaaser- lest appears to be

slightly under the level of the Seashore and as such, . ..ids

to show some underachieves nt. Low scores on the sub-tests

of the Kwalwasser wore obtained on the more technical and leas

musical phases.



x asd cohcluc:

The etudy of these foregoing cases showed a grouping of

all Individuals Into one of three distinct groups; the over-

achievers, the normal achievers and the underachlevers. This

gave the cue for the analysis of the case results. In an in-

vestigation of the research which has taken place in related

fields, the following has been presented to show the relation-

ship that exists between two groups of over end underachlevers.

According to a study conducted by Willi— A. Owen j

..ilaa C. Johnson at Iowa State College, typical underachlevers

uniformly and without exception gave better adjusted end more

extroverted roaponses than did the typical normal or achiever.

The underachlevers were characterized by good adjustment In all

areas tapped save those of family relationships, and neuro-

psychopathic tendency. The most obvious hypothesis would sees

to be that these students were too well socially oriented, and

possibly too socially active to spend large amounts of tine

the solitary study essential to academic achievement on the

col. level. Their adjustment in other areas would

constitute evidence congruent wi' Is point of view; and

their slight tendencies to worry, depression, and psychic

tension might then be thought of se consequences of poor achieve*

stent rather than causes contributing to it* Such sn assigning

of cause end effect relationships, however, is purely con-

jee L, and goes too far perhaps beyond data which shows only

the presence or absence of such association (1).



A : Ly parallel investigation of overschievamcnt con-

ducted by Dr. J, C. Di Pauw University, end reported

to the 1947 meeting of the Kidwestern Psychological Association

affords eon© interesting evidence of a confirmatory character,

Heaton found that his overachievers were characterized by social

introversion and lack of confidence, ^ood family a- snt,

and emotional instability (2),

It is fairly apparent then, that in 8pite of the appli-

cation of different measuring instruments to a different student

body, that the underachievere of Owen and Johnson at Iowa . tate

College sees tc be noer the opposite end of a continuum from

the overachievers of lleston at Da Pauw University; and that is

exactly what one voulC expect.

In thi8 present study however, there seems to be no such

clearly dlacernible pattern, even though there la a boBic

agreement with the two above mentioned studies. A relationship

with achievestcnt as shown by the i hlpley-Hertford seams to be

present to a marked degree. In the C8se of eleven overachievers

in this group, the Lhipley-I'ertf ord showed seven of these Total

NM to be extremely hi I > and four to be better than

average. In the case of the underoculevera, of there

were nine, five had extremely low scores on Total ZQ and four

were lower than average. The Keystone Teat ehowed aliaost a

negative correlation between tho two croups. In the kMPI,

the differences do not seem quite as clearly defined as in

the Shipley-Hartford. The overachievers in this £roup tend to

resemble persons whose profiles Indicate that they have some-



what of a defensive attitude, tend toward ropeat perfornancea

and worry, are aomewhat suspicious of tha motives of others

,

tend to be somewhat withdrawn and slightly introverted. The

undareehievers seen to be somewhat opposite, end their acorea

tend to show that they resemble persona who seem to be more

normal in all phaaoa meaaurcd, excopt that of family adjust-

aent.

The following la base . the use of the Stanton Avert;

btanton Averajo of nA w - two cases:

Kwalwaac .ch - one "a" and one r

-pley-Hartford - nA n rated higher on all phases tha
Keyetone - "A K - no diaturbsncea, "3" - covers

n
several

ij.rl »"- elevations on i»d

'- elevotiona on Ky, D

i-tanton Average of "B w - six cases:

Kwalwaaaar-Huch - four "A" - one "r^-one "D"
Shipley-Hartford - four nA"a 1 on all phase.

"I. .or on Abstraction
KajratOM - one "A" with serious dieturbonce,

- four . isturbancos,
"- nine disturbances, r-iost of them

serious
i .. .:i - four "A^s had elavati u .ae

on Ie, thrae on
"B"- normal
"D"- elevations on L, X. Ka, Kjr, Pd, :,c

jaton Average of n C n - twenty-one caaea:

Kwalwasser- : uch

khipley-

- one "A", six "3"s, nine "Cs, three "D"a,
and two "FBa.

• "A^aeorea slightly higher than averaga
- "3"s, two higher than average, one av-

erage, three lower than everc
• "C Ms, on© wit] h scores, five normal

and throe low*
- "D"b, one ., one average, one slightly

lower than average



tmjstma - ive carious disturbances
- " ", four with slight disturbance*

wo with excellent vision
- "Cb, one with slight visual distur-

bance, nine with excellent vision
- ''I>

na, no visual disturbances
laual disturbances

1KFI - "A% normal profile
- "3"s, five had elevations on one or

more categories which sight be slightly
. turbing, one free of elevations

, five lorDjal profiles, five
with slight elevations

- "I>"s, two with minor elevations, one
- free of elevations
- "I"s, one normal profile, one with

disturbances

;anton Average of "D* - on© case:

Kwalwasser-
-ipley-iiartford - extremely low on all sections

Keystone - excellent vision
BKPI - .:oraal profile

Stanton Average of WS W - one cases

Kwalwaaser-iluch - MF"
Shipl- - vtford - low on all sections
Keystem - excellent vision
Htfl - very normal profile

All of the data seem* to point to the fact that an indi-

vidual's achievement correlates well with his aptitude, unless

there are disturbing factors. The ability, or It ability

of the Individual to cope with, or adjust to these disturbing

factors, will tend to be reflected ta his achievement. there

the intelligence patient was high, there aeecied to be a greater

capacity for adjustment, and in the majority of cases achieve-

ment waa highest where aptitude end lq were also high.

many cases, the Keystone and &&PI recorded disturbances whl

tended to be somewhat disabling, and achievement was generally

low where no other qualifying fact ora were present. B*m



disturbances, recorded In other case;;, did not seer: to be

disabling, where for the most part, IQ was generally high.

be evidence points up the Tact that each case oust be

judged upon its own merits, factors of personality and

ieral visual acuity seem to have been qualifying factors

the preponderance of date points to the fact the

Hartford in its measurement at XQ seems to correlate more

closely with achievement In Music the fcHPI or the Key*

stone • In this series of esse studies, it was not possible

to isolate and measure all factors which enter into the dif-

ferences existing between aptitude and achievement in music.

However, enough factors have been measured to prove that in

a majority of ease, >, ;:on Individually, or by achievement

groups, insight into the rasjor cause and effect of these

differences con be gained.
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